- Warli painting belongs to which state?
- Full form of ASI
- Which city lies on two continents?
- The first country to have zero Covid19 positivity rate
- In which country is Manhattan Street located?
- Greenwich is in which continent/country?
- The Rock Garden is situated in
- Question related to IIM located in Uttarakhand
- Which place of Chandigarh is a world heritage site?
- 'Ugadi' is celebrated in which state of India?
- Make 2D composition - Use hexagons of different sizes to compose aesthetic and balanced composition and color using warm colors.
- Draw the view of a traditional market
- Portrait of Sardar with Turban
- Corporation - Decoding the image and draw asthetic composition
- Pagoda originated from
- Which is the UNESCO World Heritage site in Chandigarh?
- Which of the following buildings has Done as their roof?
- 3,4,10,a,and b Mean=6 Standard deviation=6.5 Find a cube +b cube
- Match the following Kuala Lumpur New York etc.
- Lingaraja temple is located in?
- Jankhu Fort is located in?